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INTRODUCTION.
At this time, when the preservation of natural resources
is of such general interest, it is but natural that the capitalist
and engineer, as well as the general public, should turn to
water power development. Prom the present rate at which fuel
is being consumed, it is evident that some time in the future
modern civilization will have to depend upon something more
lasting than coal, oil or other fuels to supply the energy neces-
sary to keep the wheels of progress in motion. From present
indications the utilization of water power is the logical solu-
tion of the problem. For this reason it is hoped that a careful
invest igatifen of the performance of the Doble and Pel ton Water
Motors, two of the most popular and representative designs of
the impulse type, will be of sufficient value to justify the
acceptance of this thesis.

2.
HISTORY OP THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER MOTORS.
Water motors are by no means of recent invention, although
all of the present refinements have been brought about within
the last twenty-five or thirty years. Perhaps the earliest
authentic record of a water wheel as applied to grinding com is
85 B,C» Undoubtedly crude horizontal water wheels were known
even before this date. Those of vertical design appear to have
been known to the ancients at a very early period, being chiefly
used to raise water for purposes of irrigation. Examples of
such wheels in their original form and use are still to be seen
on the Nile and the Euphrates.
For the sake of historical continuity, it may be mentioned
that in 1581 a pump operated by a float wheel was established
at London Bridge to supply the city of London with water. In
1675 an elaborate pumping plant driven by water wheels was estab-
lished on the Seine River near St .Germain. In our own country
one of the first applications of water power was the old tidal
mill on Mill Creek, near Boston, constructed in 1631. This was
followed by others and, in fact, availability of water power
determined the location of the early settlement.
All of the wheels mentioned above, together with water
wheels of more recent construction, may be divided into the three
geheral classes;-
1. Gravity Wheels
2. Reaction Wheels
3. Impulse Wheels.
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The first class includes the now seldom used undershot,
overshot, and breast wheels: the second class is composed almost
entirely of turbines; and the last includes the impulse water
wheels upon which these tests were made.
The earliest scientific consideration of impulse wheels in
this country was by Jearum Atkins who, apparently, anticipated
the design of the wheels of the Girard type in Europe by his
design of such a wheel in 185 3. Atkin's first application for a
patent was rejected, though one was finally granted in 1875.
These patents are simply of historical interest as his inventions
have had little effect on the practical development of this type
of motor.
The impulse wheel found its earliest practical development
in California, where the conditions for the development of power
made such a wheel necessary.
The early tangential wheel, used on the Pacific Coast, was
quite simple in construction, and the development of the buckets,
which began with the simpler flat and curved forms, was very
largely based on the experimental method used for the development
of the reaction turbine in the East. Experiments were made at
the University of California, by Mr. Ralph T. Brown, as early as
1883, and the resulting bulletin, published by the department
was the earliest literature on tangential wheels published in
this country.
Among the names connected with the early development of
the tangential bucket, Pelton and Doble are very prominent.
Daniel W. Mead in •* Water Power Engineering" states that the most
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extensive early development of the tangential wheel was by the
Pelton Water Wheel Company whose work has "been so widely known
and used as to make the name •*Pelton Wheel** a common title for
all wheels of the tangential type.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
It is generally accepted that the losses of energy in an
impulse wheel may be grouped as follows:-
1. Energy expended in heat due to the impact of the
entering water against the buckets.
2. Energy expended in heat due to the friction of
the water against the bucket surfaces.
3. Kinetic energy lost due to the velocity of the
water leaving the buckets.
A well designed bucket will reduce all of these losses to
a minimum. In order to accomplish this,
1. The bucket surface at the entrance should be
approximately parallel to the relative course of the jet, and
the bucket should be curved in such a manner as to avoid sharp
angular deflections of the stream.
2. The number of buckets and therefore the wetted
surface should be as small as will provide for the entire util-
ization of the jet, since friction is proportional to the wetted
surface.
3. The discharge end of the bucket should be as near-
ly tangential to the wheel periphery as compatible with the
clearance of the bucket which follows.
Bearing these essentials in mind, the illustrations of the
buckets of both motors tested show that they are designed to
fulfill these requirements.
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OUTLINE OP TESTS.
These tests were made in order to determine the efficiency
of the motors under different conditions which occur in practice.
This efficiency is the ratio of the power output to the power
input. This latter depends upon the amount of water supplied
to the wheel and its head or pressure. Either of these could he
varied independently so the following table of heads and orifice
areas was chosen to cover the available range.
Doble Motor.
Effective Head Area of Orifice
(ft) (sq. in.)
10 .2; .3; .4; .5 ; .565
20 ditto
30 ditto
40 ditto
50 ditto
60 ditto
80 ditto
100 ditto
Pelton Motor.
Effective Head Diameter of
(ft) Orifice (inches)
2® 5/8 ; 3/4; 7/8 ;1
4© ditto
60 ditto
80 ditto
100 ditto
This made eight series of tests on the Doble for the
different increments of head, with five tests in each series for
different valve openings, or a total of forty tests on the Doble.
Smaller increments of head were taken for the lower values, due
to the fact these heads could be obtained from a laboratory
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stand pipe while for those above 50 feet it was necessary to
connect with the pumping station. With the Pelton only the
large increments of head were used, five series of tests being
run under different heads with four tests in each series for the
different nozzles available. This made a total of twenty tests
run on the Pelton or sixty tests on the two motors.

8PREPARATION FOR TESTS.
Before any tests were made both motors were thoroughly-
overhauled. The inlet casting on the Dofcle Motor, containing
the needle valve, \vas removed from the apparatus and examined.
As the area of the needle valve opening, or orifice, as it will
hereafter be called, was in the shape of an annular ring, its
area for any given position of needle valve was rather difficult
to determine. After some consideration the following method of
obtaining it was used and found satisfactory.
The diameter of the orifice was first measured. Readings
were then taken for various positions of the needle of its
diameter in the plane of the orifice. As the two values should
be the same when closed or for zero turns of the valve, these
measurements were easily checked and corrected. (See curves on
page 54 .)
The net area of the orifice for different positions of the
needle was merely the difference between the area of the orifice
and that of the needle occupying the center of It. These valves
are tabulated on page 33, and the results shown by the curve on
page 3B *
The next step was the calibration of the Measuring Pit E
into which the tail race from both motors emptied. (See Pig. 7 ,
page 2^1.) Measurements showed the cross sectional area of this
pit to be 50 square feet, and the calibration by means of known
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weights, and therefore columns of water, checked this result so
closely that this value was used throughout all the tests. (See
Calibration Curve page 56). The Hook gage scale was also
checked and found to be correct.
Two pressure gages were used; one for heads of fifty feet
or less and the other for higher heads. Both were tested by
means of the Crosby Dead Weight Tefeter and the hands adjusted
so as to give accurate readings. Two sets of platform scales
were also used, the smaller (as shown in Pig .()page ) being
used in connection with the Doble tests, where the weight on
the scales never exceeded 65 pounds, and the larger scales (see
Pig. /Z page3^ ) for the Pelton tests, where the net weight ran
above 180 pounds. Both scales were tested and adjusted to read
correctly.
Wooden prony brakes having comparatively long arras were
available for each motor, but trial showed that the load on the
scales was so small that there was likelihood of a large per
cent error in reading the weight. For this reason, a rope prony
brake having the shortest possible arm was used. As will be
seen from the photographs of the apparatus, the rope was fasten-
ed to the base of the brake, given a turn around the pulley, and
fastened to the threaded hook. The desired tension was accurate-
ly obtained by a fine pitch screw.
The gage recorded only the pressure head, while that used
for each series of tests was effective head. A fundamental
equation of Hydraulics, considering any section v^ere all the
readings are taken, is
—
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H = z + h 4 -
2g
where H = Effective Head in feet.
Z = Elevation Head or distance between center of
section and center of gage = 1.5 ft.
h = Pressure Head as recorded by gage in feet
•
i = Velocity Head in Feet.
2g
Prom the following calgulations for the greatest discharge
of both the 10 and 100 foot Doble Tests, it will be seen that the
maximum velocity head was far below one percent of the effective
head and so it could be neglected.
Inside diameter of pipe - 3 l/l6 inches.
Inside area of pipe - .614 sq. ft.
Discharge - IQ ft . Head - .0805 cu . ft. per se
100 " " - .273 " »
Velocity - 10 " " - .131 ft. per sec.
100 - .445 " It It
Velocity Head - 10 " " - .00027 ft
.
100 " " - .00307 "
Percentage - 10 " " -..00 27 per cent.
100 " » - .00307 "
The values for the Pelton were about the same so the velocity
head in all cases was disregarded.
The constant elevation head was allowed for by keeping the
pressure recorded by the gage 1.5 feet below the desired
effective head»

11.
METHOD OP CONDUCTING TESTS.
The manner of carrying out the tests was extremely simple*
For the Doble, the needle valve was set in the position to give
the desired orifice area. The gate valve was then adjusted to
give the required head which was held constant throughout the
test hy raanipulatiAg this valve. Values for the brake load were
chosen so as to give about the desired increments of speed, care
being taken that the smaller increments were taken in the region
of maximum efficiency. This may be seen by reference to any of
the effeciency curves following. Brake load and speed were
recorded for about ten readings in each test, though their number
was sometimes varied.
The exact moment at which the water reached a certain
level fixed by the hook gage was noted at the beginning and end
of each test* This determined the quantity discharged. The
initial weight on the scales was found when the motor was
stationary and there was no tension on the rope.
Tests were only run when the conditions were such that a
constant head could be easily obtained with slight gate valve
adjustments. The bearings were kept well oiled and the brake
pulley was water coiled. All data was taken in duplicate to
reduce possibility of loss.
For heads of over 50 feet, water from the University mains
was used, and the higher reading pressure gage employed. Other-
wise there was no change in conditions.
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Tests on the Pelton were made exactly as above, except
a different pair of platform scales was used*
(
13.
DISCUSSION OP CALCULATIONS AND CURVES.
The following is an explanation of the various items on
the data sheets. Tests were numbered from 1 D to 40 D, inclusive,
for the Doble Motor, and from 1 P to 20 P, inclusive, for the
Pelton Motor, the order being as indicated in the table on page
i> .
The date was put down in the order month, day, and year.
The effective head and area of orifice were obtained as explained
before. The Rise in pit was obtained from the direct readings
on the hook gage scale, and the time in seconds calculated from
the two readings of the moments at which the water broke over it.
The initial weight on scales was obtained as explained before.
The discharge in cubic feet per second was found by multi-
plying the rise in pit (ft.) by the cross sectional area of the
pit (r^O sq. ft.) and dividing Hy the time (sec). As there was
more likelihood of error in obtaining these values than in se-
ctiring any of the other data, these discharges were all checked.
(See curves on pages 57, 35, and?^) • With a constant head the
discharge, of course, varies as the area of the orifice. This
checked with the above mentioned curves. When values differed
materially from those read from the curve, it was evident that
an error in observation had been made, and so the curve value
was used. It is interesting to note that thej?e points not only
fall remarkably close to a straight line for a given head, but
that the relation between values for the same orifice area and
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different heads also checks out very near to the theoretical
relation of the square root of the head. This may readily be
seen by comparing values from these curves
.
The next item on the data sheet. Jet Horse Power, was
obtained from the formula
Jet H.P. = = S?,5QH
55® 55®
where W. = weight of water discharged per second
( lb. per sec.)
H = Effective Head ^ ft
.
)
Q = Volume of water discharged per second
( cu . ft. per sec.)
The items in the first three columns were number of read-
ing; speed, in revolutions per minute ( N in the formula used
below); and weight on the scales, in pounds. These were experi-
mental values obtained in the Laboratory. In the fourth column
is tabulated the net load on the scales, in pounds ( W in for-
mula used below.) This is obtained by subtracting the initial
weight on the scales from the total recorded weight as given in
column three.
The values of brake horse power ( B.H.^^.) given in column
five were obtained from the following formula
^ ^
StTRNW
B.H.P. = = .0006545 NW
33000X12
where B.H.P. = Brake horse power
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R = Lever arm fin.) = radius of pulley plus l/2
diameter of rope = 4 l/4 = 4.125 inches
N = Speed in R.P.M. ( See column two)
W = Net load on scales in pounds (See column four)
Both pulleys had the same radius so that the constant .0006545
remained the same.
The efficiency in per cent ( See Column six) was obtained
by dividing the brake horse power by the jet horse power and
multiplying by 100.
Sample Calculations.
Test 1 D -
Discharge = iI^^X^SO „ ,02833 cu . ft. per sec.
1270
Jet H.p. = s.§-l,2-i2?255,x^iq ^ ^^322
550
Reading No. 1.
W = 15.12 - 12.75 = 2.38 lb.
B.H.P. = .0006545 X 62 X 2.38 =.00964
•pf^f^^ i=^nf*iT - •00964 X 100 _ oo oHiiriciency - .-.^ = ^g.Boer cent.
.0322
The curves were plotted between values of speed ( R.P.M.)
as abscissa and efficiency ( per cent) as ordinates. A smooth
curve was drawn thru as many points as possible so as to obtain
average values. All curves of the same motor and under the same
head were plotted on one page. The kind of points used for the
different curves and the order in which they were numbered is
shown by the key on pages \0Q-IO9.
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DISCUSSION OP DATA.
In spite of all precautions slight experimental errors
crept in* These were first noticeable when the curves were
plotted between the revolutions per minute and the efficiencies*
A large number of the points do not lie exactly upon the curves
but are scattered upon either side* As explained before
smooth curves were drawn thru as many experimental points as
possible and were averaged thru the remaining points taking
special care that the curves made no radical divergence in
shape from the characteristic curve of the tangential water wheel
In order to check farther the experimental error, a
surface was plotted between the variables orifice area, motor
efficiency, and effective head* This surface as was first
plotted for the Doble 12-inch motor, is shown 4n page// 5. The
elements shown here are smooth curves but when the perpendicular
elements were drawn in these were found to be somewhat jagged.
These irregular curves were plotted upon a separate sheet and
all irregularities were smoothed out* Another set of curves
were then plotted between efficiency and orifice area by reading
points from the above mentioned smoothed curves and the irregu-
larities again removed in a similar manner. After plotting
back and forth three times in this way, another surface was
laid off which is shown on pageHfc. The surface for the Pelton
18-inch motor was obtained in a similar manner and only the
"farred** surface is shown. ( See page 11^,)
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The blue lines extending from the surface are merely-
imaginary lines for which no experimental data was obtained*
The dotted curved lines represent those elements which would
not be seen i)f the solid actually existed. Given the effective
head and orifice area, the maximum efficiency of the motor may
be found in the following manner* Prom the intersection of
the head and area coordinates, draw a perpendicular to the
XY plane until it intersects the surface* The length
of this perpendicular gives the highest efficiency directly in
per cent when laid off to the scale on the Z axis. For example
with a 60 ft. head and .4 sq. in. orifice area, the intersection
is "a" (See page life) and the perpendicular is "ab" which when
measured along the Z axis gives 66.5 percent.
/
18.
CONCLUSIONS
.
Prom the surface of the Dohle 12-inch motor,
shown on page 116, it is evident that the crest of maximum
efficiencies travels from right to left as the effective head
increases* Points on the crest of this wave were projected
upon the X-Y plane and it was found that they lay practically
upon a straight line* The equation of this line was determined
and found to be:-
Y -} 200^ = 110
where Y = effective head (ft.)
X = area of orifice (sq. in.)
Knowing the available effective head, the area of orifice
to be used for maximum efficiency may be easily found by sub-
stituting in the above equation the head for Y and solving
for X. It is believed however, that this equation holds only
within the limits of these tests* ft is probable that as the
head increases further than 60 ft., the line would commence to
curve and would finally tend to become tangent to the Y or
head axis.
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The projected points of maximum efficiencies for the
Doble motor have been compiled in the following table.
Effective Head Area of Orifice Efficiency
(ft.) (sq. in.) (Per cent ^
10
.5 73.5
20
.44 78.5
30
.41 81.5
40
.34 80.5
50
• 3 79.5
60
.25 78.2
80
.225 9f3.5
100
.15 56.5
Prom this table, it is apparent that the Doble motor as
installed in the University of Illinois Hydraulic Laboratory
is most efficient when working under a 30 ft. head with an
orifice area of .4/ sq; in. It would also be economical to
operate this wheel for heads ranging from 20 to 60 feet with
the respective areas as above tabulated.
The low efficiencies obtained when under the higher heads,
were due partly to the outlet of the wheel case being not
large enough to prevent the tail water rising to the buckets.
They were also due to the buckets being too small for the
1 arge d i scharge
.
The crest of the surface showing the results of tests
made upon the Pelton 18-lnch motor pagell^ , is not so pro-
nounced as that of the Doble motor, the surface being more flat.
The crest is however perceptible traveling in directions from
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a to b as the head increases.
The maximuiTi efficiency obtained in the tests of the
Pelton motor was 68.5 per cent when working under a head of
80 ft. and with an orifice area of .601 sq. in. (diameter = 7/8
K
This value is low in comparison with the values obtained in
the Doble motor, tests and with the values usual for impulse
wheels in general.
It is possible that the maximum efficiency of the Pelton
18-inch motor would occur at a higher head than those used in
these tests* With such a few number of elements as were ob-
tained for the surface shown on page|l6it would be impossible
to prove conclusively that the maxiijnum efficiency of the motor
had been obtained. It would also be impracticable to deduce
an expression from this surface, for obtaining the maximum
efficiencies for the various heads.
The low effeciency found for the Pelton motor may be
accounted for in the following manner. The buckets are cast
integral with the web of the wheel and are made of such form
as to be easily molded. In as much as the wheel has been in
use for some years, the cast iron buckets have become rusty
and no longer present a smooth surface to the action of the
water. An appreciable amount of the energy of the water is
therefore used up by friction in the buckets proper* if the
bucket surfaces were polished, it would be expected that the
gfficiancy would rise to at least 80 per cent* If it did not,
a change in the design of the buckets would be advocated.
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Photographs and Cuts
Cu]a from Do]p\e and Pelton Catalogues.

LABORATORY WATER MOTOR
Fig 36 shows a 12-inch Doble Water Motor designed especially for laboratory
use, which wc build fur universities and technical colleges. This small machine is
self-contained, and has the shaft extended far enough to carry a pulley or prony
brake. The in(.)tor is provided with a Doble Needle Regulating Nozzle for hand
L.\BORATORY W.VTKR MOTOR FOR TKCHN'IC.AL COLLEGES
control, so that the jet of w.ilcr may be varied tn ,L;ivc the desired regulation in
speed. The housing has plate-glass sides in order that the students may easily
observe the water acting on. and discharging from, the buckets.
These little machines embody the best workmanship that can be turned out,
and are designed and finished exactly upon the same lines as our largest machines,
the buckets being formed of independent gun-metal castings, ground and polished
on the hydraulic surfaces, and bolted to the wheel disc, each by two body-bound
bolts fitted into reamed holes.
Fig. I

?7.
Pil,. DOBLE ELLIPSOIDAL BUCKET
Fic.p

JET OF WATER FROM DOBLE NEEDLE REGULATING NOZZLE
flG. 4
1002
Tangential Wheel with Pelton Buckets
Fig. P

Pig. 6 Rope Prony BroiKe and Scale5
Fig. 7 Measuring Pit C
uu.
Fig. 5 Doble. i^-inch Motor
FiG.9 Doble i^-inch Motor

31.
Fig. 10 Pelton i8-ii\ich Motor
Fig. II Pelton is-^nch Motor
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U(»tvER5IT> OF iLu'VO,

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLINa
No. of test: //? Date: ^jl^/lP.
Effective Head (ft.):. .IP. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) ... .'.^
Rise in Pit {i'l.y.^A.itK^Xtl.^.-r:
.•J^. . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. .1.^*7.^....
Time (sec): / ^,1.0. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): .•. ^^^^A .
.
Jet H. P. :.»<?.9.?.^.
No.
N
Speed
Wgt. on
Scales
W
Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ . CO f
Z H.S ,CI3C$
3
s 13.0 U,4
"t .
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:.... Date:
. . .
Effective Head (ft.):. .. I.C Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) . . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):.<5..4^.-:.^...^/.?..i?<?^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. l^ilH. ..
Time (sec): . . \[<io Discharge (cu. ft. per sec.):«*<^nr.<fT;rR^
.
Jet H. P.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
EfficieDcy
Per Cent.
/
Z
IH 16, S
5
L z\s H'O
1 13,^ 11,0
5 7^5lo f,7
I '
'
: A
TESTS OF AVATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test: .
.
.3. Date: . ..<ij.ll.jlQ . . . !
Effective Head (ft.):. 10 Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) ....'TT.
Rise in Pit (ft.): Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. ,
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): f/.*
Jet H. P. :.».C?.^>4./
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
ib.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ It
z ItZ
3 ^, IS
l(>0
' S
i>
7 ^3,0
7-5S H, i3.C
i .0 14 ho
10 IS, .25-
I,
43.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: ^ P. Date:
. . . 'y!.jiJi^lfQ,
Effective Head (ft.):. W Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . .»S
Rise in Pit (ft.):.'??.^'^? .T/f^.f.<. /# S3. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. /A iS. .
.
Time (sec): /.^ l.Q Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): f .^.7.^.^.?, .
Jet H. P. :
N Wgt. on W
EfBciencyNo. Speed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Per Cent.
/ 55
z SL .OiX^
3 nc IK S,i5 60.Z
Al^
5 ^.X5
6> us i,75 .0^515 aJ
7 i,j5 .0^55'
8 US
1 TL,l5
}o 1,75
II 14, l,xs ,0An5
lA 13,5 .01501 na5
IIZ 13. ,Ti5 ,00511

4^.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OiP
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIXG
No. of test:
. . .SJ?. Date: . . . . ^jl^jllO.
Effective Head (ft.):. ...W. Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) .€?.'-?.
Rise in Pit (ft.):. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
Time (sec): . . i'SOQ Discharge (cu. ft. per see.):.*,
Jet H. P • •.S/.TlJ.D....
N Wgt. on w
EflBciency
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ US
Z iM $.15
3 I So
-4
'7-
• 5 li>,7S
IL6
7 /n 30,5
S
f 15 ^5,5
10 n .0135 H,7
i
45
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
A. O. SPIERLIKGC. BOYLE, JR.
t^^t: e.p D,,,, //.a
Effective Head (ft.): ^.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit iii.y...Pj:'^chQr.§.e initial weight on Scales (lb.):. /.j?..C3^.
Time(sec.): .K^QC(.frOm.. CUrY.^.. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
.'.^^ tf
.
Jet H. P.
No.
XT
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
iU,
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. p.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /8 .04^^ 4^.0
no J7 4.6^
/6,<5 4J;5
J6. S6.4
6 ^.40 6^7
7 S08
S 60.0
9 404 J4 46.
Z
/o 478 .0^04

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF-
C. IIOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: Z D. Date:
. . . ./. /.f././.f^
Effective Head (ft.): ^.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):. ^ o/?^/:^
. . . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
Time (sec): .Ke.a<^.
.
f.KOm
.
CUCX^
. . Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .
.'.
.
.
Jet H. P. ...'./f^.OS
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
P«r Pf>nf
SO
.0974 e9.^
7^.4
J&. 76.p
7 74-4
a .0977 e9,f
,099/
fh. .09cp e4.z
// ^94^ .6f J4.
9

^7,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:... D^te: i^/Z^^/.O
Effective Head (ft.):
.
.
.^.<? Area of Orifice (sq. in.) ..r.^.
Rise in Pit (ft.):.>fc^.7r:.Aj?.?!'r./?.«?^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):
.
/. 5 $7.
Time (sec): 14QQ Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. fOS^.^*)..
.
Jet H. P. :..<{.i!^^^
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. p.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ If M
Z Hi
Jilt
P-u %%
TOM J40C
1
r
1 t%oc
ft

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THKSIS OF
O. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:.. .
.
f?./? Date: l^J Q
Effective Head (ft.):. Ai-ea of Orifice (sq. in.) . . . .< 5".
Rise in Pit (ft.):.-^,.7.'f.T./<
'J*f^ ^«.^.7 Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. / At $S. .
.
Time(sec.): L'^^.S^O, Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): .?. /.C^. <^ .-^ .
Jet H. P • •.AP.if.-^T...
N Wgt. on w
EfBciencyNo. Speed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
J^er iJenu
/ i3.L$
z
;^<^>^
s
'It'll 7l,i
1 MO .lb IS'
1
to
11
' ^..'1 . I'
^9.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OIT
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLIKG
No. of test: IO P D^t^.
.
v?yf I
Effective Head (ft.):.. ^.C Area of Orifice (sq. in.) ...-."^^S
Rise in Pit (ft.):.4.«??.'/.«?.f.r.i?,^^.. Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb. ):.//?,.
.
.
I39S Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. t J.l.7r^.
.
Jet H. P • ..^.67
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales
.1. 1 c III .L^uau B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ 27- . lodS
?. JL ld-i>S . 1400
3 %^ M . I7H
4 11.4 . le^io 6f. 1
5"
II. IS 'jS-lO 61.1
4 %U 10. "1
7 13 10. .ItiS 6(r.o
/OA
61$
/<? 1$ H^s
// .i>5

50,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLmG
No. of test:.
.
. i.( ./? Date:.
. . . jj^jjiQ
Effective Head (ft. ):....3<? Area of Orifice (sq. in. )
Rise in Pit {i\.Y.Z\AdrMOrf..l^S^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. .//?.. f ...
.
Time (sec):
.
.../7>f5 Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. P. :..<fif.^
No.
N Wgt. on w
EflSciencySpeed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Per Cent.
/
X T-C,
3 n ,1111
. IU3
6
,1X01
7 6S,6
6 6,4 b<t.D
?
.
fOU 61,1
If ^1
658 ?-<f,6
/3 68^
,Vi,
I
5"/.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
Date: ^l^ijiC
Area of Orifice (sq. in.) ... .15 .
No. of test:
Effective Head (ft.):.
Rise in Pit {ft.):
.3,.^.l.r.LSP.r.^*Al. Initial Weight on Scales (]h.): . f.Zt I
.
Time (sec): .
.
ISIL Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): .t.O.
Jet H. P. .a2.1>3^
N Wgt. on w
EfficiencyNo. Speed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Per Cent.
/ 5S
%
Z M fo.1 70.$
s ?-1
7'f.'^
7
'777
n
n
./30S
If .10 So
600 7^0.4
13 Ma ,9

5^,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THKSIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: iJ.P Date: .... l^.l^ijfP.
Effective Head (ft.):
.
.3.0 Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):. '3.'.^^^r.0.i.%f^.^t<t!f Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):././?,
.f
Time(sec.): 1:^.1^. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. /./l^ ^.9 . . .
.
Jet H. P.
-..^^rt. f.V.
N Wgt. on w
EfficiencyNo. Speed
R. P. M.
Sca168
lb. lb.
RHP
Per Cent.
/ 7)0
r
I
3
, Ufc
Ill
u 77./
7 4ic • US'S
(f
7 If .700$
IV .M%S
h H
13
.9 ,0U3 11,0

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SP1E1?L1NG
Date:....5/.^f^rO.
Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) . . . . •
5"
No. of test:. Hp
Effective Head (ft.):-
Rise in Pit (ft.):. ^.%.7>r.}*^
.
^. f^T.^.
. . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. / / .
Time (sec): . , an.s Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): »
Jet H. P. ...•i^:^.^.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
EfRciency
Per Cent.
I 51,5
Z 3Z
3 .^050
, dXOo m
5 ,zxxo
37r ns
7
. ists
? S'JC U
/<? a

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. oi te^U... !..?..{?. Date:.....^/.5/^/C>
Effective Head (ft.):
.
.
.3 .Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .« .SiiS.
Rise in Pit {i^..)'..d.x .G^^.T:.0»^.h.r.'^*^8! Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
.
/^i.f
./.
.
Time (sec): .
,
'jLS. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): .%f.'Zl^.. ..
Jet H. P. :.^ffZ.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ I7S 'His 31.0
%%Z
3 /y.v
314
7-(r /5,y .3S4C
?(>
1 My
%o 60,1
1
IC 6p

TESTS OF AVATER MOTORS
TllKSIS OF-
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: ...J^.P. Date: ff../.^.//.P.
Effective Head (ft.): -^.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit {it.):.^:.^.f.r.^./^7r./-^'f:. Initial Weight on Scales {Ih.):. .//?.'.^. ...
.
Time(sec.): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .
.'.^ /cf
_ _
Jet H. P. :.. .'.-f?.^/
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ 1 oz /Jc'^ 8
I/.3
^ , /8^y bb.O
^/ ^. ^ 70.8
8.S 7^Z
e 78 J990 70.7
7 73 7/^
8 J970 70,0
? 17 60,3
/o 40.^
// 706 /3 ,8 .0370

56,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEIJLING
No. of test: Z .P Date: .^/.^.//.<^.
Effective Head
. . .
.
:^.0. Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
-V?
Rise in Pit (ft.):. y^.-.^ArJu^Sr.'^'^/?^ Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):.
. Z.^.:^.
Time (sec): Z.>^.(p.>^. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . .'.f^fTlf:
JetH.P.:....-.^-^f.<:?
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /OO 18. S
.^33S
148
4 c5/^ 67^
v5~ <3<:>0 69-8
6 4O0 US 73.^'
7 /0.8 .3(0/8 7/8
S ^/ ,^900 ip9.
? 17 .1947 46.0
6 7e JS ^•^ .1^40
II 7;^0 1:3 .0377
/.'..
.. r
57.
TESTS OP WATER MOTORS
THESIS O*^
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test:..../ ^.P Date: ^. ^. /./.<?. , .
Effective Head (ft.): i^O. Area of Orifice fsq. in.)
Rise in Pit (ft.):. <>:/.4. 77f/^^7~. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
.
/^.'>^.
Time (sec): /T.^ Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
Jet H. P. :....'. SrT-T^^!^
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net £x)ad
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /60
.;?<38S
z SOS /S.8 68.^
/6.8^ 7Z4
4 ^OC 74.S
^ /4.8 7^.0
44(h J3.
8
AO30 7jr.^~
7 ^'/^ ^4 J /.8 7/^
78
S.^ J69C
/o 7eo JO .8^ .03^8

5^,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THKSIS OF
C.BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:.... /^.p .. Date: -f^/.^./ZP.,
Effective Head (ft.j: :^.0. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) -.C^T
Rise in Pit (ft.):. .V?: 7fi. T.-T^-f^. ?. .^. f^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. . /
.
Time(sec.): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . : /.i^. .
.
Jet H. P.
-....'.^.Z^,
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ 4/
/70 3e ^3 8 L?^. o
^4 .4J^Jto
4 .4tr^'
3eo /98
430 30 /78
7 4e>4 2(h /3>8 .4/8<6' 6A 7
49^ ^/ 88 4A8
^'3o /? 4.8 ./e>64
j^80 /3 .8 .0304
14
^9,
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
THESIS ow
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test: .
.
.
.
^. /? Date: -f^./.^./ZO,
....
Effective Head (ft.):
.<P. Area of Orifice fsq. in.) . . . .'.^T^Tr*. ] .
.
Rise in Pit (ft.):. ^. .7/.r. : .7.'^-7P. . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.): .>^.
Time (sec): <^.^.>3 Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . :/^..
Jet H. P. ..,.'.7.^.f^.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ 43> 00 8
3 (38 e>7. 7
4^ ^7
.3S80
e Z0.8 <^ ~/. e>
9 i30
8 /3.8'
9 78 kJ0^7
/o >8 . o^e^

60,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF-
C. KOYLE, JK. A. O. SPIERLmG
No. of test: ^/.C?. Date:
./. .//.<>
Effective Head (ft.): Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit (ft.):.
. ^.'^T.'^':^^.- A--^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. . /^.•.^.
.
.
Time (sec): /.7f^.Q Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): .:.<?. 0>. .^.-^
.
Jet H. P. :....-. '^?.<5.^
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
ib.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/
z JSJS 47.^'
m ^
.
^'8.
;
^4
^3 7^-8
e 98 70.t
V Z/ 6.8 7<3:e
& ZC 78
9 eye J7 4.8 .;s/oo
)o J3 >8 .043
11 .
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
c. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLING
No. of ieat:....^.^.,^. Date: f^./• ^ •
Effective Head (ft.): j^.C. Area nf Orifirp ( v.c\ \x\ \
Rise in Pit {it.y..'^.7^...^.'QQr.^'7.'P' Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. . ./-^
z.-^.^.C?. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . . "l/.^^r^.
.
.
Jet H. P •
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
EfBciency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ .^S8^ 4CO
z 3/6 /8.8
o /6.8 76 . 3
7^.7
^7 79.0
e J 3.8 7<S./
7 J^.8
a Zf 8.8 e/
a
70"/ n ^8 39.
/o J2> '8 78
1
1'< •;
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OiP
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEELING
No. of test: .... £> Date:
.
<S,/,/a
Effective Head (ft.): ^.O Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit {^ii.):.'^':^.Qr.P.-.S.0r..^'7Q Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. . >S.
. .
.
Time(sec.): ^.^.'7.Q Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . ./.^ .-^<?.
.
Jet H. P. :.. ..'..?^^./
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
/ 30.
8
v3>P,/
^9 .4070
<3 08
4 670
3^8 3e P3.8 7/. -y
e oez 3^ i^z. 8 7/.0
7 04 7/.t
e J9.8 70.t>
9 j^:8 .^~S70 73.1
JO 9 8 ,3S 40
J/ 66e 4.8 ^7.<5-
"770 /3 . 8 ,0404

43.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF"
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIN<^
No. of test: .
.
..^.^..C?. Date: .... ^./, .'S.^./O
Effective Head (ft.): ^.Q. Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit {ii.):.^:SO~..^:7.^f.iJ':P.^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.): . ./f?.-.^ . . .
.
Time(sec.): /.'^.^.P Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . :/^. . .
Jet H. P.:....-.?^.?
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Jrer ^^eot.
/
2
O ^/ 47.7
39
07
,
^9oc
e
/ 8.8
3
6.8
w ^9e 1(5
-a 03/^
.
'.4 's
.
'.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OJf
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: ./>..... Date:
./. . l^././P..
Effective Head (ft.): Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .
. .'.^.f?J^. . . .
.
Rise in Pit {ii.):.^"^^. ^.<>:.6:3.=^:^^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
. Z^?/ >g. .
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . .»/<3. ^<i»7
.
Jet H. P. :.../'. C.7.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent
/ /eo 36.8 . 3 SdKiT 36.0
3^5 .^680 43.8
3 ^3 3C.S
4i ^8.S 4^.S
3J ^6.8
e Oo^ 37 ^4.
8
7 ;33- 46.3
8 3^0 30 /78
? ^-^^ 3S.4
/c 7 5
n y<5 . 8 ,0^7^

(o5
TESTS OP WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLINO
No. of test:.... p. Date: ... .t^. .7 ./<?.
Effective Head (ft.): B.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.) '. .-^
Rise in Pit {it.):
.
J?y.C>.Q..^.a ^ .
.
.
. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. ../<?.<?...
.
Time (sec): .
.
0.oMj^.C^Om .C^rMe Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): ...;.<?.
Jet H. P • .i^.9./,
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. Jb.
Per Cent.
/ 78
z /8
7^.7
78-^
6 ip IZ 790
7 J/ to
8 S 7
9 / 4 41 f
W (^?-^ /

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
A. O. SPIERLI]Sr<^C. BOYLE, JR.
No. of test:.. .. £} .. ..
Effective Head (ft.): i^.P.
Rise in Pit (ft.):. Jr?A^.<^/7.ar.ge ...
Date: ^./..//^..//<?-.
.
Area of Orifice fsq. in.) '#3
Initial Weig-ht on Scales {Vo.y..
. . J.'.00_
Time (sec): JTeO.c/.
.
t.r0.f77.
.CQTYJ^. . . Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
. V-
.<^.^:
Jet H. P •
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. ib.
Per Cent.
/ pc
€
z ^'^>
zo .//so
J8 8^,7:
7 <?78 7Z'7
s 7p& 8
7 SCZ 4^
/o 8^8 / 8.0
*
I.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JK. A. O. SPIERLIISTG
No. of test: . .
.
S . /> . . Date: 1^././^, ././O
.
. .
Effective Head (ft.): Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . .
.
Rise in Pit {i\..y...Py.^P./?.Q.r.g..e
... initial weight on Scales (lb.): .../.<? f?.
Time(sec.): .Jr.^<^ o/.
.
trPm .OM.KXe , Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): ..•./. tf.-^.
Jet H.
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ so 3% Jf9o
z >? ,^4^0
^8 . f770
'^>??
^4 ^? 74^.4
(p ^/ 74. z
J8 (h4.^
8 ,4440
1 s 7
/o ^70 z / .C4p9 4^

^5,
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLIKG
No. of test: .... ^.9. Date: ^.
.
/.. ./.<S. .//.<P. ....
Effective Head (ft.):.. ..^.C? Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit {i^.y.M^^Qh.Cjf.r.g.e.
... initial weight on Scales (lb.): .../'.<?<?...
.
T\mt{^tc.y. /:e.QCy../:r.^m C.UKy.e. Discharge (cu. ft. persec.):..:/.(^.
Jet H.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficieccy
Per Cent.
J //z 4^ ^?
9^
^/
Z^
^4 44.^
6 4^J
7 .47^0
is 484 '?48>
7
/c 0^9^

69,
•
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OIT
C. «OYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLI^TG
No. of test:.. ..^<?./7 Date: ff./
Effective Head (ft.): €0 Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit (ft.):.-^<?^- = ^-^f^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. lOO
5.^7 Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .-/f; ,<?^,€>.
Jet H. P • / '=5 JP
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb. Per Cent.
/
4^ ' ^^.^
/^o 44 .4^ZC
4 4^
. 446C ^^.^
^? .4^70
7^ 40.,"^
^94 ^9
4J4 4/./
9 47/ J4 .4C/0
/o 7 /4.4
n Z / .Op7/
1

70,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:
. . .p./ .P Date: . . . . t^. ././t^/./.O. . .
Effective Head (ft.):
. . .
.
S.O. Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit (ft.): .V.^/-^<^f^. r. / K?^ . . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. ./.-.CO.
Time (sec): /Q .^.G Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
Jet H. P. :...'.7.fj^.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /60
^8^ AO 90 p'1.4
37^ >?/ £o ,4900
470 )6
n /e 7^^'
//^ )4
7/4 /z U e4.(i>
8 3/4- ? 6 ,4^^0
? 4-
' >?^// pes
JO /oos / .oe^<)

71.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
A. O. SPIEKLIKGC. BOYLE, JR,
No- of test: P ... Djjte;
Effective Head (ft.): <3.C? Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit ( ft. ):.<?, .7<? -...<?/. = .^.,a^. Initial Weight on Scales (lb. ):..
.
Time (sec): A/.O^. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .
.'./^
Jet H. P. :.../•.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /80 ^7
?^
?f e>o.4
69.^
7/^
e Z4
7 n /8
Q // , fOo 4pJ
? 8eC >?;^ 6
/O /

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: ^.^..Q. .. Date:.....
-^././.-f!?.^. /.<?:.
Effective Head (ft.):
.<5.C? Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit M>/^C^arg^ Initia, Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):.
. /-.<?<?.
Time (sec): r.^a<^.
.
f:KQm.
.
Carye.
. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . . .'./7C>
.
Jet H. P. ^.^.3
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
EfBciency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ 4^
^/
.6770
P? .^870 ^^.^
8 ^?
? 7
eJ4 Z /

73,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS Ol^
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLIISG
No. of test: .^.if: P. . . . , Date: / ff:
./.
Effective Head (ft.): S.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.) r^.
Rise in Pit (ft.):.^...^.^. \m\:x^\ Weight on Scales (lb.):. ../.<?<?...
.
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . ....
Jet H. P. :.../.<^.f.^.,....
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M,
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
/
.;>7eo
pa P7 pp^.z
?? ?^ . ??pc pS.^
e
>70^f P7'^
7 ;>oo
8 :^p^.^
? 7 /^.^
W ^08 z /

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
TPIESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLmG
No. of test:.... ^y:^. P..... Date:
.
/. . /.<P. .
.
Effective Head (ft.): ^.Q Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):. /?./i5<i'A^.r.g.e.... Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. ./-: <?.<^.
. .
Tinie(sec.): re<^c{,,f:rcm OaCk^.^ Discharge (cu. ft. ^^v ^tc): . .'.4".^.?.^.
Jet n.V.:..i^.'./.7.S
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
^/.8 (oC.8 ^^9
;e/o
4f 44- . 7^00
^/^ p6.0
7
8
9 8 7
/c Z / , 04^0 A?

75,
TKSTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLINU
No. of test: .
.
.
.^ . . . Date: -f^^^/
Effective Head (ft.): /CC Area of Orifice ( sq. in.) '.^
Rise in Pit ii\..y. ./-.f^.f. i^P/?. Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):. .
Time (sec): . Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. p. :.../•. ./^/.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M .
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
W
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ ?f
z ?^ 30. 3 ^0,7
?
Z4,^ 68.^
£^ .^000
' 8600 7^.1
7
8 If .7^00
? /0/4 f 47./
/o // 9^ />'7

74
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. 8PIEl?LmG
No. of test:...;3.7... j^^^^. ^../..<'.^ //.O
Effective Head (ft.): AQO Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) .....'^
Rise in Pit {ii ) . ^t7/f. -./.^/.=.^,7./. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
.
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
.•/.'^^.<?.
Jet H. P. :../.^..-f^^
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
W
Net Load
ib.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
xcr i_yeni.
/ /C(>
>?
P ^po . S^io
4 40
?s
, 8 77C
?4
7
f ^4
f 700
JO 770 Z .8
\
77.
TESTS OV WATKR MOTORS
THKSIS OJb-^
C. BOYLE, JR. A. <). SPIEI{Lm<i
No. of test:
..
. Date: 'i^./.>f.4>.
.
//.(?.
Effective Head ( ft.): /PfQ Area of Orifice ( sq. in. ) . . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):. /^^C^f.T:^./ r,.P:.^.S.. Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):.
.
./ ^. . .
.
Time ( sec): .
.
Discharge (cu. ft. per sec.j:.
JetH.P.:..^;.-^.<?.^.....
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ 6/ 8
^4 794;^
48.8
44^^ 3 ,87SO
4^ 4/8 . S6 60
400 ?7 . fp70 4Z.^
7 40J
S ;?/ ef^c
// 44
7^0 z .8 ^opjp A8

75,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OJf
C. BOYLE, JK. A. O. SPIEI?LING
No. of test: .... ^.f. JT? . Date: ^./.^^
Effective Head (ft. ):.... /<?.<R Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Rise in Pit (ft.):.l^../(?
-/•^^.r.'i^: ^.'f Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
. . A .-^
Time (sec): ^^.(^. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . : /f. ^.
JetH. P. :.../ff./^
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. 00
Scales
W
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /70
, 70Z
-^^^
z Z60 .398
? fZ'C
4^8
^? ^/S .969
?7
7 Z8.S ,9s<r
8 6SZ ^/ J%8 .88^
9 If .466 /6.B
/o 7p^6 4- .Oi?9

70,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. «OYLE, JR. A. O. SPIEIJLING
No. of test:... /p.... Date: 'f
.
/.^ .//C>
.
Effective Head (ft.): /.ClP. Area of Orifice Tsq. in. ) . . . '^^^ . .
Rise in Pit {it.):. £?/.'3.<?./?q^,/r^,e. .. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
. ./.-J^.
.
Time (sec): /r^^.<3f..//'.<'.'7?. O.Ur.i'.e Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .
.'.-^ ;r;^
Jet H. P • .^.•./
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ 19o
z Z70
? '^^^
'9^7
A07Z
po 7.000
^/ ,87?
//
)0 4 4.^

so,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
C. BOYLE, JR.
No. of test:
THESIS OF
A. O. SPIERLIKG
D^tt:....1^./.^.^^.I!<P.
Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . .«Effective Head (ft.): . . . >^ <P
Rise iu Pit (ft.): Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):. . . f
Time (sec): I.01>.$. Discharge (cu. ft. per &tc): .f.P7.fi
Jet H. P • f.l.h.Ql...
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed Scales Net Ijo&d B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ IC
Z MS
1
7 4
' 5 'XM (> .0700
S
7 i 3
<r 3 Z
2Sl Z 1
• i.. *' > f
: ,i
u
i
3K
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
€. BOYLE, JR.
No. of test:./** TP
Effective Head (ft.):
Rise in Pit {ii.y.^.*^.(^^.I*f>^r.Ll4
THESIS OIT
A. O. SPIERLING
Date:
^l^^^^rjjQ
Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
Initial Weight on Scales (lb.)
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec.):.
Jet H. P • •
_
^ v' V 67
N Wgt. on W
No. Speed
R. P. M.
Scales
lb.
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ 17
Z too l(o . 10^^
2 /-f S7,Z
/A
10
t> 7
7 3Z 4 dZ,5
J\
SI,
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
No. of test:
THKSIS OF
C. BOYLE, JK.
..^.F.
Effective Head (ft.):
Rise in Pit (ft.y.:^ fS.r.XS.^. .^^.3. .
.
Time (sec): . g.l.O.
A. O. SPIERLIKG
Date:.
Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . p. .
Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. P • •
.Ml!
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ SO
z ISZ
/M 4S
-f 4^ IS
^7 It ^n^i
3^ Hff 40.$
7 3Z ,0^8 M.3
Ii
«
^3,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLINf,^
No. of test: .
.
.4 .1^. Date: .... r^yf.^.9^/.C>
. . .
,
Effective Head (ft.):.. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . .#.
Rise in Pit (ft.):.*?.'./^.- ff^.?.^ Z.^fp.^. Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):. Tfj^
.
Time (sec): Discharg^e (cu. ft. per sec): .#
Jet H. P. :.f/4.^^!$.
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ ffZ S$
Z 52.
3
i IS-
5
n
7 3o6 36- 7

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test: .
. .F. Date:
. . 0.
Effective Head (ft.):.. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .*.3 O.^
Rise in Pit (ft.): .Si'^.l" 1x7-A ^'.f7 Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. . ./
Time (sec):
. J.P.fc.^. Discharg-e (cu. ft. per sec): . f,
Jet H. P • ..4^>.4...
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
1 %6 %^ .ISM
Z ^1
3 IS \S
IS 61.0
5" 13 u
4
7 7 (> 33,0
r . OH 4
9 ^5^, Z 1
I
S6,
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
TIIKSIS OF
No. of test:
C. BOYLE, JR.
...^.r.
A. O. SPIERLIKG
Date:.
Effective Head (ft.):, i^rea of Orifice (sq. in.) . . ,f .
Rise in Pit (ft.): ... Dj.^.C h.CiX<l.C
. . Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. J^.S
.
Time (sec): Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . .*.
JetH. P. :..».j^7/?.5^....
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
1 /64 3Z Sf.f
Z 7-0 Si
3 55
4 %8S 60 xz
S ii§ -^s n
fz
7 i5 7 • 1^70
it <
.
I- ' I-'
S6.
TESTS OF AVATER MOTORS
C. BOYLE, JR.
No. of test:..
..7. P.
Effective Head {U. ):.... ^.(?.
.
Rise in Pit (ft.):
.
5r. rr. 1?, ,
3
Time (>5ec.): SIP
TIIKSIS OJP
A. O. SPIEKLING
B^i^:.... 1^.1^.0^/0.
Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) .
.
Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):. .
Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. P. :. 1A.S.$.....
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ ilc 7^
1C
ts ^7
S ,5Ji,
IS ,3a
7 J2J ^3.7
f k * f
SI
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test:..S.F Date: f^/f^f^/O
.
.
Effective Head (ft.):.. ..ff^.^ Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . . . t . y^T if
Rise in Pit {ii.):^^PST.<47.'rTJ^.S^ Initial Weight on Scales i\h.):. .'^.S.
Time (sec): tillO
.
• •
•* Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
.
.•. 7:f?. ^.
Jet H. P. :.Jf.^J.^.
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
; HD
z So
75
i .757
S 6$
^cs
-is n
7 1
! r
1
»
I
If ,
-
f \
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THKSIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. 8PIEKL1NG
No. of test: .
.
.f?
.P Date: f^?.^.?: P.
Effective Head (ft.):.. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) ..fi^CJ.
Rise in Pit (ft.): .'d.:S.i.''\.,\S Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.../.
Time(sec.): ^1^"^. Discharge (cu. f t. per sec): .• i^J. /. . .
.
Jet H. P. :..*.Sjk.l.
N Wgt. on w
Speed bcales Net Load B. H. P.
EfBciency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
1
z 31 30
60.5^
2i
AO
7 ;5
5"
5^0 Z

59,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: .
. . J.O. . . R . . . Date: 1^. /..'^.^.
./. /.Q .
.
Effective Head (ft.): ^.Q. Area of Orifice fsq. in.) . . . ; l^.i^^. ....
Rise in Pit (it): .^-^'f^-'.^^.r.
. ^^ . Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):..../
Time(sec.): ^/.-f^ Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . . './f^r?. ^.
Jet H. P •
N Wgt. on w
Efficiency
Per Cent.
No. Speed Scales N«t Load B. H. P.
R. P. M. lb. lb.
/
w
z ,6 8</
? 4P 4Z
40 ,BCI 64.0
?^ 64.}^'
7 :^4 ,6^4
/CO n ^/<?
?
w 4>00 / .o;^7
'
1
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOY LE, JR. A. O. SPIEKLI
No. of test: .
.
. .//. Date: .... fi^./.J<>0/./.O. . .....
Effective Head (ft.):.. ..^.<? Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) ^.^/
Rise in Pit (ft.):.^'.<?. r.'.7. .T..^.-?. .. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.): . . . .-f?.<5*
Time(sec.): B.€>.Q Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. . . .'.^f^T
. . .
.
Jet H. P. ...1.7.06
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net £x>ad
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ /cc
JJOC
690
40
7 f7
8 ^C4> 7 .^7^
!'
,1
"1
.
t- . . i
»j* T , >
^1,
TESTS OF AVATER MOTORS
THKSIS OF
C. BOYLE, .TK. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test: .IZ, .F. Date: .... f^l.7:9./lQ
Effective Head (ft.):..
.. e-o. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) .
.
Rise in Pit ( ft.):.'^i<^.<f:^. •.?/.:=:.«?, 3. Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
Time (sec): S'.I.O. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec): . .•.
. .
Jet H. P. ..^.^Tf.^.S..
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ lox .7IS
^ lie 1,3fO
3 311 loo
5U MSB
IS ^7 i.i>n
(> 5io So
7 3S 7 n,7
*«
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
THKSIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLI^J^G
No. of test: Date:.. ..TT.f. ^.'S If. v:
Effective Head (ft.):.
.
.
3.0. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .3.0.7-
Rise in Pit (ft.):':4«fc7-'^-7.T.-?-
.
Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):... ./
Time (sec): .
.
/.3.3.C? Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. f .e.Tf jP. f . .
.
Jet H. P. :../.«
N Wgt. on w
Speed Scales Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
1 So 49 .4040
z xos 47 4^ ^7.0
3 45 44 .749C
4» 61. \
37 .^370
Alio
7
H , 5 Sec 4f.J
5 4
10 704 2 1
11
I
- \
^3.
TESTS OP" WATER MOTORS
THESIS Oi^^
C. «()YLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLINU
No. of test:.../>^..P Date:
Effective Head (ft.):.
.
. ^.O. Area of Orifice (sq. in.)
.
Rise in Pit (h.):
.
dfMJ.T:*^^ Pr. IS^ Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.../
Time (sec): •
.
7.^ff. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec.):%yS fJ.^.
Jet H. P. .If.^X.
N Wgt. on w
No. Speed Scales Net LiOad B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/ 60, S
J A ^f^
in 5/ 50
47
6 41 hire
7 $00 $S 34 1411
(f SioO 1$ fm
IS 14
\c 75^ z f

^4,
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JK.
No. of test:
A. O. SPIEELimi
Date:.
Effective Head (ft.): Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .i>.0.1
Rise in Pit (ft.):.-^r3. ^^'.^.^.^
... Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
. . . . .
Time (sec): SS.^. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec. j: .*?.7^'.
Jet H. P.i./^#.7f?.5
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
w
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ IdC lox
X
^7
J <^^(, }U ^6
ICJ 7?
lOO n i.ns
7 534' 6S
s 66 7

TKSTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. HOYLE, JR.
No. of test: l i)./^
Effective Head (ft.): ^0.
Rise in Pit (ft.):
Time (sec): .
.
A. O. SPlERLIXCi
Area of Orifice ( sq. in.) .
.
Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb;):...
Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. P.:..3,4.<!r5'.
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
W
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
3
s
7
1^0
451
S'oo
Ids 35" 7
/<S3S
S'%0
%3

TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
A. O. SPIEKLING
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR.
No. of test: Date: ^//^. (?f ( O.
Effective Head (ft.):.. ..ICC? Area of Orifice (sq. in.) P.7-
Rise in Pit (ft.): Initial Weig'ht on Scales (lb.):. .2.9...
Time (sec): Discharge (cu, ft. per sec):
Jet H. P. :../f.S'.7./
No.
N
Speed
R. P. M.
Wgt. on
Scales
lb.
W
Net Load
lb.
B. H. P.
Efficiency
Per Cent.
/ k>tc
I ). 070 ^7,1
5 IS
72 43
5 3'?
(^^ 35 \, ^21
7 to i\ i. \^}
S ss /. o^*?
1 AS U
10 77^ 33 A . xox.

^1.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
THESIS OF
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLIKG
No. of test: .
.
.1 .5 Date: 1^^.?'.^.^ fO...
Effective Head (ft.): .
. . I.C^? Area of Orifice ( sq. in.) .
Rise in Pit {ii.): S.'.JcP. .rr.'5.4
.^ . . Initial Weight on Scales (Ib.):...^??
Time (sec): . $0$. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
Jet H. P. :.i?n.7*5>2i
No.
N
Speed
Wgt. on
Scales
w
Net Ijoad B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent.
/
7- )W ^5,5
3 ICC V 65; S
M 63,3
S U 44.7
(> 6$o 7^ A 7^^
7 3t
/. ^7
1 AS
s\s AH 7,5
>
.1
A
I
Ul
TESTS OF WATKR MOTORS
THESIS or
C. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLING
No. of test: .
. J f?. ."P. Date: . H^^
^^J
lO
Effective Head (ft.):-. Area of Orifice (sq. in. ) . . .'^ .0 f.
Rise in Pit (ft.): Initial Weig-ht on Scales (lb.):,
Time (sec): .
. 01$. Discharg-e (cu, ft. per sec.):.
Jet H. P • .?>t7-3.
No.
N
Speed
Wgt. on
Scales
w
Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. ib. lb.
Per Cent.
1 235
z He HI
^tz in 58 63, C
6 Sox So 10,^
4 loo 7/ 2. 60S
7 Si Z,XdO
^/ hm
33

99.
TESTS OF WATER MOTORS
TMKSIS OF
€. BOYLE, JR. A. O. SPIERLINC^i^
No. of test: .
.
ZO.
.P Date: . . . 1^l /.tO
Effective Head (ft,):. ...IQC. Area of Orifice (sq. in.) . .
Rise in Pit (ft.):.Pl^<^h(^X^fi'. .VjHaci Initial Weight on Scales (lb.):.
Time (sec): rfX.QfXl.Li/.l^^/.^.. Discharge (cu. ft. per sec):
. .f. .^.7. •
.
Jet H. P.
No.
N
Speed
Wgt. on
Scales
w
Net Load B. H. P.
Efficiency
R. P. M. lb. lb.
Per Cent,
/ AlC 181 /.///
I in lio U\ X.oxz.
3 Mf 66,(o
160
S US l0<o
Slf
7 loo 11 She
<f 5''?-4 SO 61
1 610
lo 33

Key to the
Doe>i.z. Motor
No. Po i n t
O r i f i re
A reo
(S<v. in.)
/ o
A
%
.4
4 m
P o .pep

OMvERviTv Of liiisoi*
-S.C.A' FORfc! 1

UHiVERSITy Of liLiNOiB -S.C.A* FORM 1





UNivEH&ITi O'" IliiNOifi
-S.C.A- FORfci

uE<isrr Of li ^i^o-js -'i.e.. A'





Key To The
EFnCIENCY CURVE5
P ELTON A10T0R
No. Point
O Ki-f ic
e
Piam. - in.
1 O
Z A
. 60/
4 • / . 7^5
















t
-,nv o' riuiNCi
-I.e. A- FOMM i
-f ^ T- T* 7-
f * f f +
i- i f ^
f * f
* f *•
f + -f f
f 4- f
i- . *
i, 4.
-r t - *
+
-J-
*
i- ^
-4-
1^- ^ ^
- 4 f 4
f ^ ^
4
1^ t
4 4- '1^ 4 \
-t '-f'
--f -4 4^ -f
' 4- ' 4 * ^4-' ^'
^ --^4 ^- ' 4, 4^ 4
^- 4 4.4^
^^4
4^- . : :.-4.-
4
4 4

